INVACARE® TOP END®
EVERYDAY AND SPORT WHEELCHAIRS/HANDCYCLES
In 1986, Invacare Top End was born when Chris Peterson began building racing chairs in a small machine shop in Florida. Top End was acquired by Invacare in 1995. The company is now recognized worldwide as the leading manufacturer of high performance mobility products. For more than 28 years, Invacare Top End’s mission has remained the same – to be the innovator in sports, recreation and everyday equipment by combining cutting edge materials, engineering advancement and the will to push the boundaries. Invacare Top End’s athletes and customers help in achieving this mission by demanding stronger, lighter, faster and more efficient products. Invacare Top End innovation is the result of a desire to outperform the limits that seemed insurmountable. Innovation starts and ends with the frame, the core of the wheelchair. While significant emphasis is often placed on material choices, the true foundation of the frame is its geometry. Invacare Top End has spent over 28 years perfecting the mathematics that translate into performance and these wheelchairs have a ride and handling that is absolutely legendary.
Versatility redefined because sometimes change is inevitable. With adjustments that are fast and a proven geometry that creates stability, control and balance, this ultralight wheelchair can be completely customized to your preferences without affecting rollability and responsiveness.
INVACARE® TOP END®
CROSSFIRE™ T6
WHEELCHAIR
For the person who knows what his or her precise fit is and how it can be achieved. Offering the lightest materials, minimal moving parts and Invacare Top End’s expertise in creating maximum efficiency in a custom-built frame, your chair will ride like an extension of your own body.
Constructed with one thing in mind - performance - the Terminator Wheelchair’s evolution is legendary. This versatile, full-frame design will outperform your expectations. If you’re on the go and demand absolute peak performance, then expand your horizons and try the Terminator Titanium Wheelchair or the more economical Terminator Everyday Wheelchair.
The perfect solution for the outdoor enthusiast. Fat tires, camouflage upholstery and a multitude of configurations all in a comfortable yet rugged package. The Crossfire All Terrain Wheelchair won’t let you down, so go ahead and leave some serious tracks.
INVACARE® TOP END®
SCHULTE 7000 SERIES
BASKETBALL WHEELCHAIR
The ultimate in basketball design. When it comes to wheelchair basketball technology, Invacare Top End cannot be matched. Whether you like to pass the rock, shoot the buzzer beater or guard the dominating big man, Invacare Top End will design a basketball chair that will enhance your game.
Get in the game! Designed and tested by Paul Schulte himself, this chair rules. With key adjustments that are quick and easy for aspiring athletes, plus a fully-welded lower frame that provides responsiveness and durability, the Invacare Top End Pro Basketball Wheelchair is a slam dunk.
Game, set, match! Built for total performance with key adjustments that are quick and easy. Adjustable seat heights, center of gravity and foot placement ensure that you get the maximum spin, speed and force on each and every ball you return.
The Invacare Top End Pro-2 All Sport Wheelchair is all about sports. If you want to get into the game, this is the chair for you. Just name it: basketball, tennis, softball, table tennis, badminton, floor hockey or any other sport that is played on a court and the Top End Pro-2 Wheelchair can get you started. The Pro-2 All Sport Wheelchair is offered in three seat widths with lots of adjustments which is perfect for clubs and aspiring athletes. Get in the game.
The Invacare Top End Force RX Handcycle with adjustable carbon fiber back combines hypersonic speed in a lightweight, aerodynamic package perfect for H1, H2 or H3 division competitors.

The Force RX Handcycle is the choice of champions from around the world: Muffy Davis, Mark Rohan, Heinz Frei, Monica Bascio, Svetlana Moshkovich and Mark Ledo.
The Invacare Top End Force-3 Handcycle replaces the popular Invacare® Top End® Force™-2 Handcycle model with a new wrap around frame design, a higher transfer seat height, front disk brakes, 27 speeds, cable driven upper derailer and 26”-559 sized wheels with slick cruiser tires. This wheel size makes it super easy to find replacement tires after you put on all those miles. Stocked and ready to ship in two seat widths.
The Force K Handcycle delivers the power with its kneeling design and is used by H4 classified competitors like Paralympic medalist Ernst van Dyk and Oz Sanchez.
Take to the trails with the Invacare Top End Force CC Handcycle. It is lightweight yet robust with great climbing gears, sturdy 559-26" bike wheels equipped with massive mountain bike tires and a stop-on-a-dime front disk brake. The enhanced ground clearance and aggressive back angle adjustments put you in charge no matter how steep the incline. Now available with BionX® Power Boost.
All of Invacare Top End Recreation handcycles are a great way to exercise, easy to ride and fun for everyone. There are four models from which to choose. The upright Invacare® Top End® Excelerator™ Handcycle (pictured) is one of the most popular models because it is stable, maneuverable and easy to transfer into and out of, plus it has a 7-speed hub with reversing drum brake.

The Invacare® Top End® XLT model is a recumbent style with the same easy 7-speed hub and perfect for people who want to cycle longer distances. Both of these terrific models are also designed in children’s sizes, check out the Invacare® Top End® Li'l Excelerator™ and Invacare® Top End® XLT Jr. Handcycles. So hit the trails with friends and family.
The Invacare Top End Eliminator OSR Racing Wheelchair is designed for speed. The super-stiff roll-formed horizontal maintube, combined with a relaxed headtube angle for exceptional stability and aerodynamics, make it the choice of champion racers like Ernst van Dyk, Krige Schabort, Kurt Fearnley, Chantal Petitclerc and Edith Hunkeler. So, if you have your sights set on winning, the Eliminator OSR racing wheelchair will help you get to the finish line first.